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“Come with me!”

Leon understood the urgency of the situation. He could not waste any time, so he lifted Cynthia and walked toward the core of

the Energy Convergence Circle.

Entering the circle, Leon carefully placed Cynthia by the side of the core. He got Cynthia to sit on the grass, then he applied the

Six Points of Fate. He applied pressure on the pressure points surrounding Cynthia’s

chest and abdomen.

The Six Points of Fate, reversing fate!

With Leon’s application, the spiritual energy flowed from his palms nonstop into Cynthia’s body, blocking the rampage of the

dozen flows of true energy, also controlling those flows of true energy, and gradually starting to merge them.

This action was extremely depleting of spiritual energy. Even if he had a constant source of spiritual energy replenishment from

the Energy Convergence Circle behind him, the speed of replenishment was too slow. Naturally, it could not compete with the

depletion of spiritual energy.

Soon after, Leon’s face started to pale. His body trembled. The spiritual energy in him was almost depleted.

The only redeeming factor was that the solution was indeed effective. Under the control of his spiritual energy, half of the true

energy in Cynthia merged. As long as he merged the remaining flows of true energy, everything could be easily solved!

However, at that moment, he no longer had spiritual energy in him. How he could support himself to merge the remaining true

energy was a tricky problem.

“To hell with it!” Leon gritted. He took out the white jade bottle in his arms, poured seven to eight Spirit Nurturing Pills out, and

swallowed them all at once.

The Spirit Nurturing Pills immediately dissolved and instantly became seven or eight flows of spiritual energy flowing throughout

his body. He immediately applied Sage Art, guiding those spiritual energies, and sent them to Cynthia.

At that moment, the spiritual energy in him has been depleted. With the support of the Spirit Nurturing Pills, he solved the

problem of the depletion of spiritual energy.

However, since he consumed too many Spirit Nurturing Pills at once, it was more than his body can handle. The seven to eight

flows of spiritual energy rampaging in his body were extremely uncomfortable. He gritted his teeth, bearing through the pain

while controlling the merging of the true energy in Cynthia’s body.

A long time later, all of the true energy in Cynthia’s body merged. In the end, it became a pure energy source and entered her

energy center.

Rumble!

Cynthia trembled. After absorbing so much energy from the Energy Nurturing Pill, her power level finally broke through. She

miraculously rose two consecutive levels, from the peak Acquired State to the intermediate Innate State!

Sensing that Cynthia was safe and sound, Leon was relieved and he slumped to the ground.

“Cynthia, how are you feeling right now? Are you alright?” Witnessing this scene, Benedict and Harvey anxiously came over.

“I’m fine. I feel cured. Also, my power level rose by two levels. I’m now at the intermediate Innate State…” Cynthia was

delighted. She excitedly jumped up.

Escaping death this time, she was delighted that she avoided catastrophe!

“Is that so? That’s amazing!” Benedict and Harvey were overjoyed. They were finally relieved.

After the excitement, Cynthia remembered Leon’s kindness. She gratefully looked at Leon. “Leon, thank you so much…”

Pfft!

Leon was extremely pale in the face. He could no longer suppress the rampage of the spiritual energy in his body. He spat a

mouthful of blood. The situation looked terrible.

“Leon, what happened…‘

Cynthia was so shocked that her face lost its colors. She immediately reached her hands out to help Leon. The happiness from

the breakthrough in her power level instantly vanished.
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